SAMPLE SCRIPT
INT. SHOT OF A MIRROR. DAY
Reflection shows Anton, a tall guy with short black hair,
standing in front of the mirror. He is wearing a black T-shirt
and brown pants. He looks at himself, blinks twice and sighs.
He looks up again and starts narrating.
NARRATOR:
Hi. I’m Anton. And this story that I’m going to tell
you is the most embarrassing and worst thing that
ever happened in my life.
FADE OUT.
FADE IN.
INT. CLASSROOM. MORNING.
SHOT of Anton sitting on a chair. He is wearing a blue shirt
and brown short pants.
SHOT moves to Katy, a pretty white girl with long blonde hair
that is always tied in a ponytail. She is wearing a plain
pink shirt and black jeans, and is sitting next to
Anton.(along with narration)
NARRATOR:
It was during senior year and everyone’s getting
ready for prom. There was this girl in my class that
I really wanted to be my date and her name was Katy.
She was really cute and sweet and she always smells
like strawberries.
SHOT WIDENS to show Anton staring at Katy lovingly. Katy
notices him staring and looks at him but he looks away.
NARRATOR:
It was our last year in high school and I really
wanted to have at least one chance to be with her
before we graduate. But as someone who is not that
attractive, Katy never really noticed me.
Katy gets up and walks out, passing by in front of Anton.
Anton’s eyes follow her and he sighs.

INT. SAME SHOT of Anton narrating.

NARRATOR:
You see, at a very young age, I was really
determined to get Katy. So I resorted to the most
regrettable thing that I’ve ever done in my entire
life. When I realized that Katy really likes guys
with long hair, I decided to make my hair long. But
the problem is my hair has always been short.
THAT NIGHT.
INT. IN FRONT OF COMPUTER.
We see Anton, wearing the same outfit and staring in front
of a computer. Behind him is a dark background and only the
light from the computer screen shows his face attentively
looking at computer. Sound of the mouse clicking can be heard
as his right hand moves the mouse and his left hand placed
on the keyboard.
NARRATOR:
I went to the internet and searched for any regimen
that I could use to make my hair longer fast. After
searching for hours, I finally found something.
CLOSE SHOT of the computer screen. It shows an Ad selling
an organic shampoo and a price “$100” on the side. Below is
a button with a sign “buy”.
Narrator:
It was an organic shampoo that was being sold online
and it was pretty expensive especially for a high
school student like me. But for Katy, I used up all
of my savings to buy one.
Mouse cursor moves to the “buy” button and clicks it.
NEXT DAY.
INT. BATHROOM. MORNING.
On the left is a plain light blue shower curtain, and next
to it is a toilet bowl. On the right, a bathroom sink stands
just below a mirror.
In the background, the sound of a truck comes by and stops,
its door opens and closes, and moving away.
NARRATOR:

After days of waiting, I finally got the shampoo
and started using it.
Anton comes in with a towel wrapped around his torso. He is
holding a bottle of the organic shampoo on his hand and
excitedly opens the shower curtain, revealing a bathtub. He
goes inside and closes the curtains.
From inside, we hear a sound of the shower being turned
on and water dripping.
NARRATOR:
It was surreal! After just a week, my hair looked
totally different.
NEXT DAY.
INT. SCHOOL HALLWAY. MORNING.
Anton walks in, now with shoulder-length black hair and
wearing a black leather jacket and jeans. He stops, puts his
hand on his hair and smiles coyly. Girls with heart eyes pop
up around him.
NARRATOR:
When I got to school, I got everyone’s attention.
Girls, who used to not see me or even know that I
exist, started talking to me. Some of them even
tried asking me out. But the best part is, Katy
seemed to like me too.
Katy, still wearing the same outfit but with heart eyes like
other girls, slides in.
We now see Anton and Katy talking to each other. Anton now
looks more confident and Katy blushing.
NARRATOR:
I didn’t waste any time and started talking to Katy.
At first, she was really shy, but then she started
to become comfortable with me. It wasn’t long
before Katy finally said yes. And I was really
happy.

